Where are the Weapons of Mass Destruction which were an IMMINENT threat to our SECURITY?

did you know:

- Iraq was NOT involved in the 9/11 terrorist attacks and has no known links to Al-Qaeda or Osama Bin Laden?
- Intelligence about Iraq cited by George W. Bush to Congress in October 2002 and again in his State of the Union Address was false and based on forged and 12-year old plagiarized documents?
- Colin Powell cited these same documents to the U.N. Security Council as a reason for invading Iraq?
- The CIA knew that many of these documents were forgeries in 2001?
- Almost everyone in the current administration has financial ties to the defense, oil and pharmaceutical industries and stands to make a huge profit from this war?
- Dick Cheney still receives up to $1,000,000 per year from Halliburton whose subsidiaries now supply the military and will be "rebuilding" Iraq?
- Defense Department Advisory Board member, Richard Perle set up an investment partnership 2 months after 9/11 that deals in "Homeland Security"?
- George Bush Sr. is a business partner in The Carlyle Group, a multi-billion dollar firm that owns many major defense contractors that currently arm our military?
- The Carlyle Group also handles investments for the Bin Laden family?
- Donald Rumsfeld, acting as U.S. Special Envoy to Iraq under Reagan, facilitated the sale of biological, chemical and conventional weapons to Saddam Hussein's military?
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